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Properties of the Catadioptric Fundamental Matrix1
Christopher Geyer and Kostas Daniilidis
University of Pennsylvania
Abstract. The geometry of two uncalibrated views obtained with a parabolic catadioptric device is
the subject of this paper. We introduce the notion of circle space, a natural representation of line
images, and the set of incidence preserving transformations on this circle space which happens to equal
the Lorentz group. In this space, there is a bilinear constraint on transformed image coordinates in two
parabolic catadioptric views involving what we call the catadioptric fundamental matrix. We prove that
the angle between corresponding epipolar curves is preserved and that the transformed image of the
absolute conic is in the kernel of that matrix, enabling thus euclidean reconstruction from two views.
We establish the necessary and sucient conditions for a matrix to be a catadioptric fundamental
matrix.
1 Introduction
The geometry of perspective views has been extensively studied in the past decade. Two books
[6] and [2] contain comprehensive treatments of the subject. At the same time, the need for a
larger eld of view in surveillance, robotics, and image based rendering motivated the design of
omnidirectional cameras. Among several designs, the catadioptric systems with a single eective
viewpoint, called central catadioptric [10], attracted special attention due to their elegant and useful
geometric properties (see the collection [1]). Structure from motion given omnidirectional views is
an evolving research area. Gluckman and Nayar [5] studied ego-motion estimation by mapping the
catadioptric image to the sphere. Svoboda et al [14] rst established the epipolar geometry for all
central catadioptric systems. Kang [8] proposed a direct self-calibration by minimizing the epipolar
constraint.
In this paper we study the geometry of two uncalibrated views obtained with a parabolic catadiop-
tric device. We assume that the optical axes of the lens and the mirror are parallel and that the
aspect ratio and skew parameter are known leaving only the focal length (combined scaling factor
of mirror, lens, and CCD-chip) and the image center (intersection of the optical axis with the image
plane) as unknown. The parabolic projection x = (u; v; 1)T of a point X = (x; y; z; w)T 2 P3 incor-
porates two steps: 1. intersecting the paraboloid and the ray from the paraboloid’s focus through
X; and 2. orthographically projecting this intersection to the image plane. It reads [10, 14, 3] as
follows
u = cx +
2fx
−z +
p
x2 + y2 + z2
and v = cy +
2fy
−z +
p
x2 + y2 + z2
; (1)
where (cx; cy ; 1) is the intersection of the optical axis with the image plane and f is the projected
focal length of the mirror, and where it is also assumed that the focus is O = (0; 0; 0; 1), the origin,
and the z-axis is parallel to the optical axis (1 left). The circle centered at (cx; cy; 1) and whose
imaginary radius is 2f will be named !0 and is called the calibrating conic because it gives the
three intrinsics cx, cy and f . Every image of a line is a circle which intersects !0 antipodally [3].
It was shown in [3] that the parabolic projection described above is equivalent to another two step
projection: project the point in space to the sphere and then project this point from the north pole
to the plane of the equator; see gure 1 (right). This type of projection is equivalent to a parabolic
projection in which the calibrating conic !0 is identical to the projection of the equator. The second
step in the two step projection is stereographic projection which has two properties which will be
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Fig. 1. The projection on a paraboloidal mirror with subsequent orthographic projection (left) and the equivalent
model: spherical projection with subsequent stereographic projection (right).
relevant to us: 1. it projects any circle on the sphere great or small to a circle in the plane; and 2.
stereographic projection is conformal in that locally it preserves angles [11].
In [4] an extra coordinate is added to the image coordinates so that a general perspective projection
becomes proportional to a linear transformation of the new image coordinates. The mechanism is
achieved by \lifting" a point in the image plane to the surface of a paraboloid that is not necessarily
equal to the physical paraboloid being used as the mirror. Once lifted to the paraboloid, a special
class of linear transformations preserves the surface of the parabola while inducing translation and
scaling in the image points. An appropriate transformation exists which maps lifted image points
into rays which are calibrated and are collinear with the space point and the focus. This lifting
space also has the advantage of being able to represent the images of lines (circles) in the image
plane.
In this paper we combine the lifting idea, which has the eect of factoring out some portion of
the non-linearity of the problem, with the use of stereographic projection. Thus instead of using
the paraboloid as a lifting surface, we intend to use the sphere, where we will apply the inverse
of stereographic projection to lift image points to the sphere. Though this can be seen to be the
same as using the paraboloid, using the sphere has the advantage of being more symmetric and
drastically simplies our derivations.
We summarize here the original contributions of this paper:
1. A new representation of image points and line images for parabolic catadioptric images is dened
using inverse stereographic projection.
2. The equivalent class of linear transformations of this space is shown to preserve angles and is
equal to the Lorentz group.
3. A projection formula analogous to the perspective projection formula is derived. Using this
projection formula we reformulate the multiple view matrix and the rank deciency condition
remains from the perspective case. Mixed sensor types can be included in the multiple view
matrix.
4. From this catadioptric multiple view matrix the catadioptric fundamental matrix is derived.
We prove that the lifted images of the absolute conic of the left (right) camera belong to the
two-dimensional left (right) null-space of the catadioptric fundamental matrix. Self-calibration
becomes, thus, the intersection of two null-spaces. It is possible with two parabolic views as
opposed to three views required in the perspective case (even with known aspect ratio and
skew).
5. Because of the stereographic projection involved in the parabolic projection, angles between
epipolar circles are preserved. We prove the equivalent algebraic condition on the singular vectors
of the catadioptric fundamental matrix.
6. Based on the last two facts, we derive the necessary and sucient conditions for a given matrix
to be a catadioptric fundamental matrix.
2
2 The Spherical Representation of Points and Circles:
Circle Space
A unit sphere centered at the origin has the quadratic form
Q =
0BB@
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
1CCA : (2)
Given a point x = (u; v; 0; 1) we wish to nd the point ex on the sphere which when stereographi-
cally2 projected from N = (0; 0; 1; 1) would give x. It is easy to verify that the point
ex = (2u; 2v; u2 + v2 − 1; u2 + v2 + 1T (3)
lies on the sphere and is collinear with N and x. The point ep will be called the \lifting" of the
point x, whereas x is the stereographic projection of ex.
Circles can also be represented in this framework due to the following fact. Stereographic projection
maps points on the sphere to co-circular points in the plane if and only if the points on the sphere
also lie on a plane. We represent a circle in the image plane with the polar point of the plane
containing the lifted image points lying on the circle. Recall from projective geometry that the
polar point of a plane is the vertex of the cone tangent to the sphere (or any quadric surface) at the
intersection of the plane with the sphere. The polar plane of a point has the reverse relationship.
Let γ be a circle centered in the image plane at (cx; cy ; 1) with radius r. We claim that the plane
containing the lifted points of γ is
 =
(
2cx; 2cy ; c2x + c
2
y − r2 − 1;−c2x − c2y + r2 − 1
T
:
The polar point of this plane  will be the point representation eγ (Fig. 2 (left)) of the circle γ,
where
eγ = Q = (2cx; 2cy ; c2x + c2y − r2 − 1; c2x + c2y − r2 + 1 : (4)
As a result it can be shown that p 2 γ if and only if epT Qeγ = 0. This has dual interpretations:
1. the set of points p lying on γ have liftings lying on the plane Qeγ; and 2. the set of circles γ
containing a point p have point representations lying on the plane Qep. We claim that denition
(4) also applies when r is imaginary.
The value of  = xT Qx determines whether x lies inside ( < 0), outside ( > 0), or on the
surface of the sphere ( = 0). We nd that under the condition that eγ have not been scaled from
their denition in (4)3 then  = eγT Qeγ = 4r2, implying that if eγ lies inside the sphere then it
represents a circle with imaginary radius since  must be negative; if eγ lies on the sphere then
 = 0 which implies that γ is a circle of zero radius or a point, which we already knew since it is
then of the form (3); otherwise eγ lies outside the sphere and represents a circle with real radius.
Hence e!, representing an imaginary circle, must lie inside the sphere and e! must lie outside the
sphere because it represents a real circle.
2 This is not necessarily the same stereographic projection which was used to generate the image point from a point
in space.
3 The circle space representation lies in P3 and so is a homogeneous space, but in some rare instances like this one
we will require that eγ is exactly of the form in (4).
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In particular from the denition in (4) we determine that
e!0 = (2cx; 2cy ; c2x + c2y − 4f2 − 1; c2x + c2y − 4f2 + 1T (5)
is the point representation of the calibrating conic. Similarly !, the image of the absolute conic
[13], has point representation
e! = (2cx; 2cy ; c2x + c2y + 4f2 − 1; c2x + c2y + 4f2 + 1T : (6)
Their geometric interpretation will be elucidated in Proposition 2.
We now state without proof some miscellaneous facts. We dene x = Qx to be the polar plane of
the point x with respect to Q. The rst fact is that a circle on the sphere projects to a line if and
only if the circle contains N . All points on N , in this case the plane tangent to the sphere at N ,
are points whose polar planes must contain N . Therefore N contains the point representations of
lines in the image plane.
The second fact is that points on 1 have polar planes going through the origin and therefore yield
great circles. Thus the points at innity represent exactly the lines of P2 as they are represented
on the sphere. Is there a linear transformation of circle space which maps the point representations
of line images to 1 so that they represent line images in P2?
The third fact is a cautionary note. Unlike in perspective geometry where the line image between
two image points is uniquely dened, this is not the case in circle space. For any two image points
there is a one parameter family of circles, a line in circle space, going through them. The correct
circle for a given parabolic catadioptric image is the one which intersects e!0 antipodally.
Since we will be dealing with the angle of intersection of two circles we need a well-dened way
to determine this angle. If two circles γ and  are centered respectively at g and h, have radii r1
and r2, and intersect at p1 and p2, we dene the angle between them to be the angle ∠xp1y. This
angle is the same as  minus the angle between the tangent vectors as can be seen from Figure 2
(right). Let hx;yiQ = xT Qy and kxkQ =
phx;xiQ4.
eγ
γ
h
g
γ

r1
r2
p1
p2
Fig. 2. On the left, the lifting of a circle γ to the point eγ in spherical circle space. On the right, the angle of
intersection of two circles γ and  is dened to be the angle ∠gp1h since this is the same as at least one of the two
angles between the tangent vectors.
Proposition 1. The angle  between two circles γ and  can be obtained from the \dot product"
in circle space:
cos2  =
heγ; ei2Q
keγk2Qkek2Q : (7)
4 h; iQ is not a real dot product nor is k  kQ a real norm. h; iQ is a symmetric bilinear form but since Q is not
positive denite it does not ocially qualify as a dot product.
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Proof: As shown in Fig. 2 let g be the center and r1 the radius of the circle γ, and let h be the
center and r2 the radius of . Let p1 be one of the intersections of the two circles. By solving for
cos  in the law of cosines the angle  = ∠gp1h satises
cos2  =
(
r21 + r
2
2 − kg − hk2
2
4r21r
2
2
=
(
r21 + r
2
2 − gT g − hT h + 2gT h
2
4r21r
2
2
:
According to the assumptions we must have
eγ = 2gT ; gT g − r21 − 1; gT g − r21 + 1T
e = 2hT ; hT h − r22 − 1; hT h − r22 + 1T : (8)
First notice that by calculating eγT Qe one nds that
gT h = gT g + hT h− r21 − r22 +
heγ; eiQ
2
; (9)
and also that r21 = keγk2Q=42 and r22 = kek2Q=42. Substituting (9) into (8) and then substitutions
for r21 and r
2
2 yields (7). ut
The square in cos2  is necessary because eγ and e are homogeneous and the scale factors  and 
could be negative. The corollary follows immediately from the proposition.
Corollary 1. Two circles γ and  are orthogonal if and only if eγT Qe = 0.
Lemma 1. Two circles γ and  are centered at the same point and have a ratio of radii equal to i
(one is imaginary, the other is real, but excluding complex circles) if and only if they are orthogonal
and their polar planes intersect in a line on N .
Proof: The forward and reverse directions can be veried by direct calculation. Verify that the
rst conditions imply eγQe = 0 and that the three planes are linearly dependent (the 3  3 sub-
determinants of the matrix (Qeγ; Qe;N )T are zero). The converse can be shown by solving for the
center and radius of  in terms of γ. ut
Lemma 2. A set of circles fγg2 are coaxal if and only if their point representations feγg2
are collinear.
See [12] for a proof when Q is the parabola instead of the sphere. The same reasoning applies.
Proposition 2. Let !0 be a circle representing the calibrating conic. The set of circles intersecting
!0 antipodally, i.e. the set of line images, lie on a plane whose polar point with respect to Q is !.
Proof: All lines through the center of !0 intersect !0 antipodally and are also orthogonal to !0,
therefore these lines’ point representations lie on the line ‘ which is the intersection of the plane
N (containing all point representations of lines) and the plane e!0 = Qf!0 (containing all point
representations of circles or lines orthogonal to !0). Any circle γ intersecting !0 antipodally in
points p1 and p2 is coaxal with ! and the line through p1 and p2, which also goes through the
center of !0. Thus by Lemma 2 their point representations are collinear. Hence eγ, the representation
of an arbitrary circle antipodal to e!0, lies on the plane  through ‘ and e!0.
Now we show that the polar point of  must equal e!. Let A = Q−1 to be the polar point of .
The circle represented by A is orthogonal to !0 since
AT Qe!0 = T Q−T Qe!0 = T e!0 = 0 ;
the last equality following by the denition of . Since they are orthogonal and their polar planes
intersect in the line ‘ on N , by Lemma 1, e!0 and the circle represented by A must have the same
center and have a ratio of radii equal to i. Therefore A = e!. ut
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2.1 The Lorentz Group and Plane Preserving Subgroups
In a perspective image a natural class of transformations on image points is the set of collineations,
projective transformations specied by non-singular 33 matrices. We would like to nd an equiv-
alent structure for parabolic catadioptric images under the requirement that the transformation
operate linearly on the circle space. Therefore this class must consist of some subset of 4  4 ma-
trices. These transformations also should not act in a way which happens to transform a point
into a circle or vice versa, for this would inviolate incidence relationships in the image plane. Thus
the surface of the sphere must remain invariant under any such transformation. This is the barest
of conditions necessary to determine the set of transformations and we therefore investigate the
set L = fA : AT QA = Qg. This is a group since it is closed under multiplication and inversion
and contains the identity. As it turns out this is a well known six dimensional5 Lie group from the
study of physics called the Lorentz group [7]. Any transformation from this group preserves angles
between circles, for if A 2 L then hx;yiQ = hAx;AyiQ. Since two circles can be constructed to
form any angle, these transformations must preserve all angles when they transform the image
plane. Angles replace the cross ratio as the invariance under these transformations. It also implies
that general projective transformations applied to image points that do not preserve angles, such
as shearing or change of aspect ratio, can not be represented as a linear transformation of circle
space, at least not in a way which preserves incidence relationships.
In the previous section it was said that the set of line images of a given parabolic projection have
point representations lying on a plane in circle space. The plane on which they lie is polar to the
point representation of the image of the absolute conic, e!. What is the set of transformations
preserving this plane and what meaning does this have? In order that a transformation preserve
the plane it must preserve e!. Therefore e! must be an eigenvector of the transformation for any
eigenvalue (since e! is homogeneous). Let
Le! = fA : AT QA = Q and Ae! = e! for some g :
This is a group since it is also closed under multiplication and inversion.
We examine two subcases, e! = (0; 0; 0; 1) and e! = N . We will calculate the Lie algebra for the
connected component containing the identity. If A(t) is a continuous parameterization of matrices
in Le! such that A(0) = I, then the rst condition gives
d
dt
A(t)T QA(t)

t=0
=
d
dt
Q

t=0
and A0(0)T Q + QA0(0) = 0 :
The second condition is equivalent to the 2 2 sub-determinants of the matrix (e!;A(t)e!)T being
zero. Each of the six equations for the sub-determinants can be dierentiated with respect to t and
evaluated at t = 0 and then one can solve for the entries A0(0). When e! = (0; 0; 0; 1), this yields
A0(0) =
0BB@
0 a12 a13 0
−a12 0 a23 0
−a13 −a23 0 0
0 0 0 0
1CCA ;
which is just the set of matrices which are skew symmetric in the rst three rows and columns and
zero elsewhere. Therefore L(0;0;0;1) is the set of rotations in P3.
If e! = N , the north pole, then A0(0) must be of the form
A0(0) =
0BB@
0 −a12 −a13 a13
a12 0 −a23 a23
a13 a23 0 a34
a13 a23 a34 0
1CCA :
5 The inclusion of scale yields an additional dimension, and then AT QA = Q.
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The Lie group generated by this Lie algebra preserves N and therefore it preserves the plane
tangent to N on which lie the point representations of lines. They therefore sends lines to lines while
also by default preserving angles. Therefore this subgroup corresponds to ane transformations in
the plane. An important subcase and reparameterization of LN is dened under the following
substitutions, a12 = 0; a34 = − log 2f; a13 = −cx log 2f2f−1 ; a23 = −cy log 2f2f−1 . Upon exponentiation we
have the following matrix dependent on e!,
K e! =
0BBB@
1 0 cx −cx
0 1 cy −cy
− cx
2f
− cy
2f
1−c2x−c2y+4f2
2f
1+c2x+c
2
y−4f2
2f
− cx
2f
− cy
2f
1−c2x−c2y−4f2
2f
1+c2x+c
2
y+4f
2
2f
1CCCA : (10)
This has the eect on the image points of translating by (−cx;−cy) and then scaling by 12f . Also
notice that Ke! e! = O and Ke! e!0 = (0; 0; ; 0). We will use this matrix in the next section.
In general when e! does not lie on the sphere, the dimension of Le! is three because the sub-
determinants give three independent constraints; this Lie group corresponds to rotations about
the viewpoint. When e! lies on the sphere an additional dimension arises because the number of
independent constraints decreases by one; this Lie group leaves the image point corresponding toe! invariant. One additional comment, since exp AT = (exp A)T , and since the Lie algebra of L can
be seen to contain A if and only if it contains AT , then B 2 L if and only if BT 2 L.
3 Multiple Parabolic Views
We now wish to nd a parabolic projection equation more closely resembling the perspective pro-
jection formula X = x, where x 2 P2 is the image of X 2 P3,  is the 4  3 camera matrix,
and  is the projective depth depending on  , X and x. As it stands, because of the non-linearity
of the denition in (1) it is not trivial to apply the multiview results found for perspective cameras
to the parabolic catadioptric case.
First we apply Ke! to the lifting of point x in (1), obtaining 4fr−z (x; y; z; 4fr)T , where r =p
x2 + y2 + z2. This is a point collinear with O (the origin) and X = (x; y; z; w). Hence for some 
and , O + Ke!ex = X . Because one of the four equations in this vector equation are redundant
we can multiply on both sides by
P =
0@1 0 0 00 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
1A
from which we nd that PKe!ex = P X :. Upon performing the multiplication on the left hand
side, one nds that in fact
P K e!ex =
0@ 1 0 00 1 0
− cx
2f
− cy
2f
1
2f
1A (P ex − P e!) = J e! (P ex − P e!) ;
but this is satised only under the condition that ex and e! have not been arbitrarily scaled from
their respective denitions in (3) and (6).
Now assume that X lies in a coordinate system translated by t and rotated by R. Introduce a
projection matrix  = J−1e! (R; t) similar to the standard perspective projection matrix and dene
x = P ex, then equation (3) becomes
(x− !) = X : (11)
The vector ! can not be incorporated into the projection matrix  because the subtraction is
dependent on the non-homogeneity of x. It is interesting to note that the matrix J−1e! which lls
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the role of a calibration matrix is lower triangular as opposed to the perspective calibration matrix
which is upper triangular. With equation (11) we can now reformulate the multiple view matrix.
Assume that n parabolic catadioptric cameras image the same point X 2 P3 so that there are n
equations of the form (11). This implies that each of the n matrices ( i; xi − !i) is rank decient
because within each nullspace must respectively lie the vector (X; i)
T . We can combine all of these
matrices into the single matrix
M =
0BBB@
1 x1 − !1 0    0
2 0 x2 − !2    0
...
...
...
. . .
...
n 0 0    xn − !n
1CCCA (12)
which again must be rank decient because within its nullspace lies the vector (X;−1;−2; : : : ;−n)T .
In the perspective formulation M is known as the multiple view matrix [6]. By manipulating its
columns and rows its rank deciency has been used by [9] to show that the only independent con-
straints between multiple views are at most trilinear, all others are redundant. The same method
can be applied to this parabolic catadioptric multiple view matrix to show that the only indepen-
dent constraints among multiple parabolic catadioptric views are trilinear. In the next section we
derive the bilinear constraints and nd a form of the parabolic catadioptric fundamental matrix.
Notice that it is possible to mix dierent point features from dierent camera types. This only
changes the form of one row of the matrix M . In each row the dierence will be in the form of  i,
the presence or absence of an !i as well as lifting or not of x. If all sensors image the same point
in space, the multiple view matrix will be rank decient regardless of the type of sensors.
3.1 Deriving the Catadioptric Fundamental Matrix
We now derive the constraint on two parabolic catadioptric views. For two views M becomes
M =

1 x1 − !1 0
2 0 x2 − !2

;
where we assume 1 = J−1e!1 (I; 0) and 2 = J−1e!2 (R; t). This a square matrix and its rank deciency
implies that its determinant is zero:
0 = det M = (x1 − !1)T G (x2 − !2) =
(
xT1 1
 G −G!2
−!T1 G !T1 G!2

x2
1

; (13)
where we know from previous results for perspective cameras [6] that G = JTe!1EJ e!2 for the essential
matrix E = [t]R. Unfortunately expression (13) is a constraint on x1 and x2 and not ex1 and ex2,
however note that
x =
0BB@
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 − 1
2
1
2
1CCA ex = Hex
Thus we can rewrite equation (13) as
exT1 F ex2 = 0 where F = HT  G −G!2−!T1 G !T1 G!2

H : (14)
Equation (14) is the parabolic catadioptric epipolar constraint. It can be veried that
F = KTe!1

E 0
0 0

Ke!2 : (15)
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A matrix expressed in this way will be called a catadioptric fundamental matrix. The rst thing to
note about this new F is that since H e! = !, we must have
F e!2 = 0 and F T e!1 = 0 :
Hence, the lifted left and right images of the absolute conic belong to the left and right nullspace of
F , respectively. Also since G is rank 2, F will remain rank 2 because
(−!T1 G; !T1 G!2 is linearly
dependent on the rst three rows.
Note that the expression exT1 F ex2 is linear in the entries of the matrix F . Hence just like in the
perspective case, given a set of correspondences a matrix whose entries are the coecients in the
epipolar equation of each entry of F can be constructed whose nullspace contains the matrix F flat-
tened into a single vector in R16. The nullspace can be calculated using singular value decomposition
by selecting the vector with the smallest singular value.
4 The Space of Catadioptric Fundamental Matrices
In the previous section we found that there is a bilinear constraint on the liftings of corresponding
image points in the form of a 4  4 matrix analogous to the fundamental matrix for perspective
cameras. It would be nice to nd the necessary and sucient conditions that a given matrix be a
catadioptric fundamental matrix, that is, of the form (15). We will show that the condition that F
be rank 2 is necessary but not sucient.






Fig. 3. Left: If two epipolar planes intersect two spheres representing two views at an angle , then the angle of
intersection of the epipolar great circles is also . Right: By the angle preserving property of stereographic projection,
the epipolar circles also must intersect at an angle .
The condition that we describe is based on the fact that F must preserve angles between epipolar
circles. In Figure 3 (left) notice that two epipolar planes with a dihedral angle of  intersect two
spheres, representing two catadioptric views, in two pairs of great circles, both of which pairs have
an angle of intersection of . Because stereographic projection preserves angles, the projections of
the great circles, two pairs of line images must also intersect at an angle  as shown in Figure 3
(right). The fundamental matrix is a rank 2 space correlation [13] meaning that it maps points to
planes, polar planes actually, on which corresponding points must lie.
Assume that points p and q respectively lie on epipolar circles γ and  and satisfy epT F eq = 0. The
epipolar circle  can be determined from F since e = Q−1F T ep. Can eγ also be determined from
F ? If we knew eq we would have eγ = Q−1F eq. Let us assume we do not know q. But clearly eγ is in
the range of Q−1F . So assume that F = 1u1vT1 + 2u2v
T
2 is the singular value decomposition of
F which is rank 2. Thus eγ = Q−1(u1 +u2) for some  and . Since eγT Qep = 0, solutions unique
up to scale are  = epT u2 and  = −epT u1. Then eγ = Q−1W ep where W = u1uT2 − u2uT1 . In
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summary, corresponding epipolar circles as a function of the point p in one image are eγ = Q−1W ep
and e = Q−1F T ep. Note that these two denitions do not depend on any component in ep orthogonal
to u1 and u2, we may therefore rewrite them as
eγ = Q−1(u1 − u2) and e = Q−1(1v1 + 2v2) ; (16)
hence parameterizing all corresponding epipolar circles.
The sets feγg and feg generated by all choices of  and  are two lines in circle space. They
therefore represent coaxal circles, whose respective intersections have to be the epipoles. In order
for the coaxal circles to have real intersection points the line in circle space ought not to intersect
the sphere. For some coaxal system a + b this is the case if and only if
ka + bk2Q = (a + b)T Q (a + b) > 0 (17)
for all  which is the case if and only if the discriminant of the left hand side as a polynomial in 
is negative. The discriminant being negative gives
ha; bi2Q < kak2Qkbk2Q : (18)
Lemma 3. If (18) is satised then for any two circles 1a+1b and 2a+2b in the coaxal space,
0  h1a + 1b; 2a + 2bi
2
Q
k1a + 1bk2Qk2a + 2bk2Q
 1 ;
in which case the angle between them is well-dened.
Proof: From (17) and from the fact that (12−12)2

ha; bi2Q − kak2Qkbk2Q

= h1a+1b; 2a+
2bi2Q − k1a + 1bk2Qk2a + 2bk2Q. ut
Denition. When we say that a rank 2 space correlation F preserves epipolar angles (i.e. angles
between epipolar circles) we mean that for all ep,
hW ep1;W ep2i2Q
kW ep1k2QkW ep2k2Q = hF
T ep1;F T ep2i2Q
kF T ep1k2QkF T ep2k2Q : (19)
Equation (19) is obtained by substituting denitions of eγi and ei from (16) into (7) while noticing
that the Q−1’s cancel. This denition skirts the issue of whether this formula actually implies angles
are preserved, but if angles are preserved then this formula must be true. Whether the converse is
true turns out to be irrelevant.
Proposition 3. If (18) is satised by left and right singular vectors of a rank 2 space correlation
F having SVD 1u1vT1 + 2u2v
T
2 then the following statement is true. F preserves angles between
epipolar circles if and only if
ku1k2Qku2k2Qhv1; v2i2Q = hu1; u2i2Qkv1k2Qkv2k2Q
and 1hu1; u2iQkv1k2Q = −2ku2k2Qhv1; v2iQ

or

21ku1k2Qkv1k2Q = 22ku2k2Qkv2k2Q; hu1; u2iQ = 0and hv1; v2iQ = 0

: (20)
Proof: Appendix.
Corollary 2. A matrix E is an essential matrix if and only if the matrix E(4) satises (20), where
we dene E(4) =

E 0
0 0

.
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Proof: A matrix E(4) has SVD 1u1vT1 + 2u2v
T
2 where ui;vi 2 1. Because they lie on 1,
the dot product reduces to the Euclidean dot product and therefore (18) is just the Schwartz
inequality satised by any vectors, and also by the properties of the SVD, hu1;u2iQ = hv1;v2iQ = 0,
kuikQ = kvikQ = 1.
If E is an essential matrix then 1 = 2 and then the second clause of (20) is satised. Therefore
E(4) is angle preserving.
If E(4) is angle preserving then since hu1;u2iQ = hv1;v2iQ = 0, the second clause applies and
21 = 
2
2, thus E is an essential matrix. ut
Lemma 4. If a rank 2 space correlation F preserves angles and the transformation K 2 L then
FK preserves angles between epipolar circles. Similarly for KT F .
Proof: hKT F T ep1;KT F T ep2iQ = hF T ep1;F Teq2iQ since KQKT = Q. For the other notice by
relabeling the SVD, Proposition 3 implies that if F is angle preserving then F T is too. ut
Lemma 5. If a and b satisfy (18) then the nullspace of (aT ; bT ) intersects Q.
Proof: Q−1a and Q−1b also satisfy (18) and their span is a line not intersecting the sphere. Let
1 and 2 be two lines through the span and tangent to the sphere at points p1 and p2. Both pi
are orthogonal to a and b because they lie on the polar planes of Q−1a and Q−1b and therefore
satisfy pTi QQ
−1a = pTi QQ
−1b = 0. The pi’s are therefore a basis of the nullspace which obviously
intersects the sphere. ut
Theorem. A rank 2 space correlation F can be decomposed as KT1 E
(4)K2 where Ki 2 LN and
E is an essential matrix if and only if (20) and (18) are satised by the vectors of its singular value
decomposition.
Proof: Assume F is a rank 2 space correlation for which there exists Ki=1;2 2 LN and an essential
matrix E such that F = KT1 E
(4)K2. First, in Corollary 2 we saw that E(4)’s singular vectors
satisfy (18), since Ki=1;2 2 L, the inequality is preserved by the pre- and post-multiplication of
these matrices, implying (18) is satised by F as well (even though the singular vectors change the
spans are equal). By Corollary 2, E(4) preserves angles between epipolar circles, and therefore by
Lemma 4, EK2 and then KT1 E
(4)K2 also preserve angles between epipolar circles. By Proposition
3, KT1 E
(4)K2, a rank 2 space correlation preserving epipolar angles and satisfying (18) must satisfy
condition (20).
Now assume that F is an angle preserving, rank 2 space correlation satisfying (18), show that it is
decomposable. Since it is rank 2 and satises (17), by Lemma 5 there is some e!1 inside the sphere
such that F T e! = 0 and some e!2 inside the sphere such that F e! = 0. If we calculate K−1e!1 we nd
that for some
K−1e!1 = (a; b; e!0; e! :
The important point is that if the singular value decomposition of F = 1u1vT1 + 2u2v
T
2 , then
because u1 and u2 are orthogonal to e!1 which is the last column of Ke!1 , K−Te!1 ui 2 1. Ke!2 has
the same eect on vi. Therefore
K−Te!1 FK−1e!2 =

E 0
0 0

:
We now show that E is an essential matrix. Since F preserves angles between epipolar circles,
so does K−Te!1 F K−1e!2 . Since it preserves angles, by Corollary 2, it must be an essential matrix with
equal non-null singular values. Thus F = KTe!1EKe!2 for some Ke!i 2 LN and some essential matrix
E. ut
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5 Conclusion
In this paper we introduced the spherical circle space to describe points and line images in parabolic
catadioptric views. We described the class of linear transformations in that space which turned out
to be the Lorentz group. We derived the catadioptric fundamental matrix and proved that the lifted
image of the absolute conic belongs to its nullspace. Based on the fact that angles between epipolar
circles are preserved we proved necessary and sucient conditions for a matrix to be a catadioptric
fundamental matrix.
Appendix:
Proof of Proposition 3: (=)) Since (18) is true, (19) is well-dened for all ep1 and ep2. It is
therefore true when ep1 = u1 and ep2 = u1 + u2. Substitute these denitions into (19) and cross-
multiply the denominators. If the both sides are equal for all  then for all  the polynomial
f()  h−u2;u1 − u2i2Qk1v1k2Qk1v1 + 2v2k2Q−
h1v1; 1v1 + 2v2i2Qk − u2k2Qku1 − u2k2Q = 0 : (21)
In order that this polynomial be zero everywhere all its coecients must be zero. Then the coe-
cients of 0, 1, and 2 generate the three equations below which have been divided by i1
j
2 where
appropriate (i > 0 by assumption):
hu1;u1iQhu2;u2iQhv1;v2i2Q = hu1;u2i2Qhv1;v1iQhv2;v2iQ ; (22)
1kv1k2Qhv1;v2iQ

hu1;u2i2Q − ku1k2Qku2k2Q

= −2hu1;u2iQku2k2Q

hv1;v2i2Q − kv1k2Qkv2k2Q

; (23)
21kv1k4Q

hu1;u2i2Q − ku1k2Qku2k2Q

= −22ku2k4Q

hv1;v2i2Q − kv1k2Qkv2k2Q

: (24)
Condition (18) and hence (17) implies that kuik2Q > 0 and kvik2Q > 0. Thus if neither hu1;u2iQ = 0
nor hv1;v2iQ = 0, then we can solve for kv1k2Q in equation (22), and substitute into (23) and (24);
then both reduce to 1hu1;u2iQkv1k2Q = −2ku2k2Qhv1;v2iQ. This satises the rst clause of (20).
Otherwise if hv1;v2iQ = 0, then (22) implies that hu1;u2iQ = 0; the converse is true as well by
(22). Substituting hu1;u2iQ = 0 and hv1;v2iQ = 0 into equation (23) gives no constraint and into
equation (24) yields 21ku1k2Qkv1k2Q = 22ku2k2Qkv2k2Q. Then the second clause of (20) is satised.
Therefore if F preserves the angles between epipolar circles according to the denition given above
and has left and right singular vectors satisfying (18), then one of the conditions in (20) is true.
((=) Start with the second clause of (20). We have from the rst and third equations of this clause
and by the inequality (17) that
hF T ep;F TeqiQ = epT
 
21kv1k2Qu1uT1 +
21ku1k2Qkv1k2Q
ku2k2Qkv2k2Q
kv2k2Qu2uT2
!eq
=
21kv1k2Q
ku2k2Q
hW ep;W eqiQ
Therefore (19) is true and F preserves the angles between epipolar circles.
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If the rst clause of (20) is true, then by solving in the conditions for 2 and kv2k2Q and then
substituting we nd after a lengthier computation similar to the previous one that
hF T ep;F TeqiQ = 21kv1k2Qku2k2Q hW ep;W eqiQ
So again (19) is true. Thus if F ’s singular vectors satisfy (18) and either of the conditions (20) are
true then F preserves angles between epipolar circles as dened above. ut
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